Abstract

Using our AI, video editors can create the highlight video easily from the game video of 3x3 basketball. Image recognition AI allows us to specify the event occurrence time such as a goal in the game video. The video editors can capture specific event scenes as the highlight video based on the AI estimation.

Features

- Image recognition AI to estimate event occurrence time from game movies.
- Easy to capture specific events scene or specific players form game movies.

Application Scenarios

- Creating videos highlighting specific events scene or specific players.
- Efficient and time-saving highlight movie creation.

Roadmaps

- We will apply this technology to other sports. In addition, we will upgrade our technology to capture more exciting scenes such as dunk shoot, drive to the basket and good defense.

Collaboration Partners

- Xross Sports Marketing Co., Ltd.

Exhibitors

- NTT DOCOMO, INC.

Contact: ドコモ法人営業担当者もしくは https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/biz/special/topgun/product/product_01.html まで